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Although the technique of sexing birds by measuring the
distance between the distal tips of the pelvis is wel I known
among bneeders, it does not seem to be used much by the ninging
fraternitr, at least in this country, Perhaps this is due to the
fact thet it is not easy't'o judge accunately a measurement which
can only be Felt and not seen. Howeven, it is felt that the
system has considenable potential, especial ly rvith binds with a
sexuol dimorphism which is not in!'aFiable, such as the weight
difference in Chanting Goshawks, Mel i6rax musicus, Comparison of
measunements from binds of f.nown sex would soon establ ish figunes
which could thereaften be used on birds in the ovenlapping zone.

Almost certainly, there wi | | be species with measunements
which ar.e not suff iciently diff erent to be useful, but it seems
I ikely that these wil I be in the minonity. The main nequirement
would be the util isation of a system which gives a sufficiently
high degree of accuracy, pneferably xith a minimum amount of prior
knowledge or pract ice.

The gauge used on the Block-shouldered_Kite (0n the potential
sexing of Elack-shouldered Kites, SAFRING 3(l):20i has been found
to be suitable for riany other species, and consists of a thin
strip of fibre glass tape on which a numben of pains of pnotnuberances,
at suitable sp;rcing, have been annanged. The method of manufacture,
whi le rathen laborious if only one is requined, is extnemely eas1,
and needs no spec ia I too I s or etlu ipn:ent.

A piece of plasticine is pnessed to give a penfectly flat
surface of the nequined size, say 30 x 140 mm, This is most easi ly
done by rol I ing to a neasonably flat: surface, sprinkl in9 with
talcum powder, and then pressing onto a smootlr surface such as.l
piece of qlass. We used machined dies fon oun gauqes, but anything
which wil I make dents of the size nequired and at the .jorrect
spocing wi | | do, Two washers about S mm diameten, uith the edgles
rounded, dnd sepanatecj by smal ler washers to give the right spacing
wil I do, on a loop of thin wine, but it is best to use e system
which al lows one to set the spacing accunately before meking the
impnession. The poirs of impnessions, at spacings of, say, 3,6,
9,12, l5 and lti mm should not be too close to each oi:hen, so
that only one pair can be felt ot a time,

When al I the impnessions have been made, e spot of Araldite
or other epoxy nesin is put in each depression, cane being taken
to el iminate ain bubbles, aften which a thin loyen of fibre-glass
tape is laid on the sunface and anothen layen of resin rubbed in.
A spatula of some sont is used to smooth the epoxy, which should
be just enough to thoroughly wet the tape.

When thoroughly set, the tape may be peeled off, any plasticine
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adhering being cleaned off with benzine. lt is suggested that
the front be painted matt black and the back white or I ight grey,
with the spacing of each pain of protnusions being written or
put on with transfers on the back. This helos to ensune that
guessed d i mens i ons do not affect the nead i ng,

In use, the tips of the bones ane located with the bind
held on its back, cane being taken that pnessune is not exerted
on the sides of the abdomen. The pair on the gauge(or comparator)
which have the same "feel" is then found, intermediates at the
largen spacings being estimoted. One finger is used for the
closen spacings and two for the widen ones.

The dimensions given above have been found to suit the Black-
shouldered Kite and other birds from the Pygmy Falcon to the
Brown Snake-eagle, lf a gauge is to be used fon a particular
species, it is suggested that a bird be checked finst and dimensions
chosen to simulate the feel of the bones as much as Dossible.
Obviously, the pressure on the bird must be so I ight as to ensure
that the spacing of the tips is not altered by the pressure of
the finger, and that thene is no damage to the egg which is I ikely
to be felt occosional ly,

- Specific gauges for the Black-shouldered Kite may be obtained,
free, fnom the author.
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As part of a bnoader study on the Spotted-back
I am col lecting as much moult data togethen as

lf any ringer has any moult data available for
be most grateful to receive it,

Weaven, Ploceus cucul latus
possible.

this species, I should
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